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Abstract

Use cases for public health data visualization systems indicate a need for an interactive system, a wide variety of
filters for narrowing scope, and visualizations in both geospatial and logical domains. A public health study not
only involves relationships between individuals within a given community, but also considers correlations among
attributes of diseases.  These correlations are not inherently obvious unless one has prior domain expertise, and
exploration of these relationships can be tedious even with complex statistical analysis tools.  Ultimately, public
health  officials  seek  simplified  datasets  providing  the  minimum  factors  necessary  to  illustrate  a  problematic
scenario.  Through a combination of specific health data sources and innovative text and data analyses, we created
a visualization engine allowing public health officials to quickly define, assess, and address potential epidemics.
Our innovations include unique text and data mining techniques for discovering relationships spanning multiple
domains, and innovative interactive visualizations providing comprehensive knowledge transfer to the user.

Introduction and Background

Public health researchers need access to relationships within communities to understand the details of an epidemic.
Individuals can be connected to others by geographic proximity, shared community spaces, common treatments, or
other shared personal traits.  Most current work in health visualization focuses on analyzing individual patients.  Our
goal was to provide access to large, cohort-based indicators along multiple dimensions, allowing an epidemiologist
to find outbreaks and disease patterns without requiring prior knowledge of dataset characteristics.

Our visualization interface provides multiple intelligent visualizations of regionalized health data, allowing users to
see relationships at varying levels of granularity, as shown below: a navigable weighted graph demonstrating disease
relationships; a geospatial heat map showing population density of selected diseases; a ring graph depicting patient-
disease relationships and demographic grouping over time; a 3D geographic visualization for interactive exploration
of cumulative disease occurrences; and a theme river used to show disease occurrence comparisons over time.  We
tailored  the  user  interface  for  quick  access  to  data  filtering  controls  and  snapshots  of  multiple  alternative
visualizations, surrounding a main interactive window that can assume the entire window on demand.

Unique  data  sources  and  analysis  techniques  coupled  with  interactive  visualizations  comprise  the  core  of  our
innovations.   The  Notifiable  Condition  Detector  (NCD)  system  at  Regenstrief  Institute  informs  public  health
officials by identifying lab tests indicating any reportable conditions, as defined by the state of Indiana.  We use
outcomes from the NCD to preselect patients of interest in our dataset.  We then align these patients with discharge
notes from hospitals in the Indiana Network for Patient Care, and process all of the free-form data through text
mining analysis to identify additional diseases and other relevant attributes.  Our system detects correlations across
domains, including patients, diseases, and related attributes, and prepares this metadata for interactive visualization.

To investigate an outbreak, an epidemiologist could: search for the disease (filter sidebar); visualize a network of
highly related  diseases  (association graph);  select  other  closely related  diseases  to include in the visualizations
(multiple  interfaces);  find  the  geographic  distribution  for  multiple  diseases,  or  a  single  disease  over  time
(chloropleth, 2D or 3D); and look for patterns over time for patients contracting the disease multiple times or in
sequence with its comorbidities (ring graph), exploring each visualization interactively to narrow focus.

As of this writing, our system is still under development and will not be deployed publicly unless so determined by
its funder.  This project is supported by the Department of the Army, award number W81CWH-13-1-0020.


